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Sweden 

- 10 million people in Sweden 

- It is the fifth largest country in Europe 

- Constitutional monarchy, we have a royal family but the politicians rule the 

country  



Fun facts you might not know about sweden 

● Avicii

● ABBA

● IKEA 

● Alfred Nobel, who invented dynamite, was Swedish

● Sweden invented candy cane, refrigerator, zipper, wrench, sparkling water 

and more. 

● ⅔ of the land is covered in forests.

● 300 000-400 000 mooses

● Our passport is one of the worlds best

● First country to forbidd child abuse. 

● We import trash from other countries, because we are great at recycling! 

● We have different days for food, cinnamon buns day, waffle day and more.

● Our subways is a big art piece.  

● Absolut Vodka and Volvo is from Sweden



Our most famous 

tradition is    

Midsummer! Here we 

dance 

around like frogs around 

a 

pole, and eat potatoes 

and                             

An example of our architecture                                                   pickled herring            

We care alot  

about 

We LOVE swedish fika,                                                 our nature and 

The Swedish culture and its nature



Stockholm
The capital of sweden



Fun facts about stockholm 

- The city became the venue for the award of the first Nobel Prizes, in the 

year 1901.

- During the second half of June it barely ever gets dark in Stockholm 

during some weeks due to the midnight sun. 

- We have an arena called Avicii arena in honor of Avicii.

- Stockholm has the world's first national city park.

- We also have a lot of cyclists, more than 70 thousands Stockholmers take 

their bikes every day.



Tourist attractions 

- The Vasa ship has its own museum in Stockholm

- You can go on a guided tour in the Royal palace

- You can visit the ABBA museum 

- We have a amusement park called Gröna Lund

- Then we have another museum/amusement park called  Junibacken



Famous people

Zara Larsson 

Zlatan

Björn Borg

Avicii

Pewdiepie

The Skarsgårds family

Greta Thunberg 

Astrid Lindgren 



Åva

● Our schools name is 

Åva gymnasium  

● Åva was founded 1970 

● About 1300 students 

in our school 

● 11 programs to choose 

from  



These are some of the school 
lockers

Here is the school entrance 

Here is one of our hallways 

were you can sit and study



School canteen                                   Library                                       Cafeteria



Fun facts about Åva 

● Åva bucklan - competitions 

● where the class with most

points by the end of the 

School year - gets to be the 

first class to graduate.

● Point hunt for first graders

● Student union


